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$ 499,500 4 Bedrooms . 4 Bathrooms . 2,696 Sqft

Living life comfortably on one flawlessly designed floor plan that invites its lush, green, private back indoors and
with the interior seamlessly opening outdoors promoting casual living. With an abundance of natural light and 14
foot ceilings, the family room immediately soothes the soul in the comfort of home. Stunningly appointed, this
county (lower taxes for more living) home in the amenity filled Skyfall offers an urban, clean line design of low
maintenance living from its one story full masonry stucco exterior through its stone and hardwood floors and
detailed finishes. Spacious family room with fireplace completely opens to not only a gorgeous kitchen but one
that was designed to meet the most discriminating tastes of the chef in you with free standing gas stove with
double ovens.Kitchen and family room open to covered outdoor area expanding the living area outdoors
reinforcing the natural surroundings while embracing the very essence of the Skyfall community where you are
drawn to walking paths that lead to open pavilions, the grove and other natural settings. Featuring four
bedrooms and four full baths, all on one thoughtfully designed plan making life more convenient and
manageable for families of all dynamics and ages. Whether scaling up or scaling down, the one story home is in…
demand at every price point but rarely found. Offering luxuries such as the custom designed and built walk-in
pantry, private baths for each bedroom and three individual bays in the garage, you find all the boxes were
checked. Invest in more than a home, invest in a lifestyle and call Skyfall home. Skyfall is a maintenance free
community. T he HOA provides lawn cutting (we installed zoysia grass not fescue or Bermuda), lawn
maintenance (5 treatments, weed/fertilizer etc.), mulching of beds and pruning of shrubs twice a year, and gutter
cleaning. T he HOA also provides the garbage service and the fire service for residents. T he community offers
walking trails, a sunset pavilion, a timber framed picnic pavilion, an area we call the grove which offers peach
trees, apple trees, pecan trees blackberry, blueberry and muscadine and we also have a community clubhouse
and swimming pool which offers a full kitchen for entertaining. *One time $4 ,000 transfer paid by Buyer at
closing.
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